CUSTOMER:
The Dubai Mall- Aquarium / UAE

OVERVIEW:
The customer required a restraining system to prevent the personnel from leaning too close to the edge of the walkway in the crocodile section.

SITUATION:
The aquarium personnel perform the dangerous chore of feeding the crocodile. The end user wanted a system that would prevent the personnel from leaning too close to the edge of walkway, which poses a danger of the person falling into the pool. This would be disastrous.

SOLUTION:
We proposed a horizontal lifeline (Spiderline II) with three sections - two sections of 11 m and a curved section 1.5 m. Two turn sets were used to make it possible to traverse the obstruction (tree trunk). After the approval from the end user, the horizontal lifeline was installed as proposed.

PROJECT:
Horizontal Lifeline (Spiderline II) installation in the Crocodile Section.